June 15, 2020
Item 11.7
Additional Information
-----Original Message----From: Suzanne Konyha
Sent: Sunday, June 14, 2020 7:37 PM
To: mayoro <mayoro@citywindsor.ca>; Costante, Fabio <fcostante@citywindsor.ca>; Francis, Fred
<ffrancis@citywindsor.ca>; Bortolin, Rino <rbortolin@citywindsor.ca>; Gignac, Jo-Anne (Councillor)
<joagignac@citywindsor.ca>; Sleiman, Ed <esleiman@citywindsor.ca>; Kaschak, Gary
<gkaschak@citywindsor.ca>; Morrison, Jim <jmorrison@citywindsor.ca>; Mckenzie, Kieran
<kmckenzie@citywindsor.ca>; Holt, Chris <cholt@citywindsor.ca>
Cc: Toldo, Beth <toldob@citywindsor.ca>
Subject: Re: City Council - Celestial Beacon
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

To the Mayor and City Council,
I am a resident in Ward 2 and reside within a block of Riverside Drive.
Our riverfront is Windsor's jewel and visitors love the ability to walk from the west end of the city to the
east side, enjoying the unobstructed view of the river and Detroit skyline, as well as the various
sculptures and gardens along the way. I was astonished to hear that the city wishes to create a structure
to house the Streetcar No.
351 near the foot of Askin Blvd.
I implore the mayor and council to reconsider the placement of the renovated streetcar on the
riverfront. This is another example of a vanity project imposed on Windsor residents without proper
professional and community consultation.
I have had the opportunity to visit many great cities and have been immersed in the arts communities
on both sides of the river. In placing any kind of art or outdoor structure, there needs to be a
comprehensive process to ensure that the piece is placed in the most appropriate environment. Our city
administration needs to learn that the placement of any sculpture or historic piece would never be
decided by a mayor or city council alone but would be heavily vetted by a group of professionals, i.e.,
urban planners, architects, artists, historians, and other community members. There would then be a
public presentation with the opportunity for residents to voice their opinions and concerns, especially
those living near a proposed location.
You need to ask yourselves, what does Streetcar No. 351 have to do with the riverfront? There is no
historic link and physically becomes an affront to the natural shoreline. It also demonstrates a lack of
respect for the history of this artifact and its original location and use. This would not happen in a city
like New York, where these kinds of projects are carefully considered and where there is considerable
input from constituents.

In my view, the most appropriate location for this streetcar is near the AGW. It would serve as a focal
point and put it nearer it's historic origin. Streetcar No. 351 and its history could then be showcased in
the present Chimczuk Museum. With further investment, this area around the AGW could be revitalized
and become a true cultural hub. Imagine a smaller version of the Henry Ford Museum with interactive
displays, educational programs, and Streetcar No. 351 placed in a prominent place nearby.
I have read and heard many reasoned and impassioned opinions by fellow constituents regarding the
lack of proper consultation and the placement of this structure and the streetcar near the river. We are
tired of not having our voices heard and having to endure expensive mistakes made by a few small town
big shots who seem to care more for stroking their own egos and than taking care of the needs and the
concerns of the people they serve.
For years, Windsor has been labelled a backwater community by outsiders.
Unless the mayor and council members change their attitudes and begin a serious dialogue with
residents, Windsor will continue to struggle to achieve the respect and cultural relevance enjoyed by
other similar sized cities. You have intelligent, professional constituents who could assist you with
making better decisions. Please engage us.
Respectfully,
Suzanne Konyha
Visual Artist/Educator/West End Resident

June 15, 2020
Item 11.7
Additional Information
From: Marg Mccaffrey-Piche
Sent: Sunday, June 14, 2020 3:27 PM
To: clerks <clerks@citywindsor.ca>
Subject: re: proposed Celestial Beacon project
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mayor and Councillors:
I am hoping that you will consider changing the location of the Celestial
Beacon project. I am not at all against the project, just the location.
I live near University and Randolph and frequently use the riverfront for
peaceful, meditative walks. The riverfront parkland is a gem in the city of
Windsor. It attracts many of our citizens because we so enjoy natural
surroundings that are within the city, yet feel separate from it. There are
few locations in the city where we can walk for miles in such an
environment. Please don't take this away. Please consider another location
for this project.
Sincerely,
Marg McCaffrey Piche

June 15, 2020
Item 11.7
Additional Information
From: Brian Schwab
Sent: Sunday, June 14, 2020 3:58 PM
To: Wilson, Jan <jwilson@citywindsor.ca>; Colucci, Onorio <ocolucci@citywindsor.ca>; Critchley, Valerie
<vcritchley@citywindsor.ca>; parkrec <parkrec@citywindsor.ca>; clerks <clerks@citywindsor.ca>
Subject: Keep the Waterfront Green
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Mayor Dilkens and City Councillors,
We are writing on behalf of ourselves and many other citizens within our
community to object to the “Streetcar Beacon” waterfront development. Please vote
against this proposal. It is neither the time nor the place for this project.
Consultants and municipal representatives from two decades ago could not
have concieved where we are today in 2020. The Beacon Concept is no longer
relevant, necessary nor appropriate. The need for green space and pathways
for healthy outdoor living and well-being is needed now, more than ever. Much has
changed in twenty years. We have all just experienced an unprecedented economic
loss resulting from the COVID pandemic that has ruined 100’s, if not 1000’s, of local
businesses and livelihoods. So to spend at least $7 Million of taxpayer money ($4
Million local plus $3 Million potential Federal) PLUS the ongoing maintenance and
operational costs, at this time, is irresponsible, at the very least! Furthermore, this
project will compete with local restaurants and venues that are already suffering.
In this day and age of environmental focus and health consciousness, construction
on Windsor’s waterfront, our greatest asset, begins to resemble a “carnival-like
atmosphere” ruining our very treasure of peaceful green space and stunning views.
We have all just experienced this pandemic and our waterfront should be solely
utilized for the health and well-being of our community… walking, bicycling, picnics
and the peaceful enjoyment of nature.
This section of waterfront is already extremely popular. There is no need for a
concrete attraction. We visited this park again this weekend and waited 15 minutes for
a parking space. The proposed plan reduces the number of parking spots from 27 to
18. Yet, you are expecting to add larger crowds and buses? We witnessed many
citizens enjoying walking, bicycling and just sitting on the grass, true pleasures of
life.

Please consider alternatives for the streetcar placement. For instance, Jackson Park
where it could be enjoyed four seasons and is a compatible addition to the annual
Bright Lights display. Or please consider a location near the Chimczuk Museum
where it could be a year round attraction for visitors and schools. This would also add
to the existing arts and historical district, while supporting the downtown
revitalization.
Please focus on riverfront green space NOT construction. Otherwise, the result will
be the littering of our incredible waterfront with a “carnival-like atmosphere” and
uncoordinated structures.
Please press pause on this project and evaluate alternative locations that would be
more appropriate, economical and environmental.
Kind Regards,
Brian and Lisa Schwab

David Hanna, Ward 3 resident (E: dhan96@hotmail.com )

Item 11.7 June 15, 2020 Additional Information

Requesting to have this PowerPoint written/visual Delegation attached to: Item No. 11.7 , “ Waterfront Celestial Beacon – Home to Streetcar No. 351? ” Report C197/2019
for Monday, June 15, 2020 City of Windsor Council virtual meeting.
It seems many citizens of Windsor and local media are discussing this particularly very rushed Item going before Windsor City Council. An important discussion after a briefly timed, on line
City survey that included no real space for effective in-depth comments. Real and Sculptured women sit on Park benches at the proposed site discussing pros and cons, Fisherman who use
the site all the time feel left out, neighbours worry about possible effects on their adjacent properties across Riverside Dr., political candidates, West Enders, Riverfront recreational users – it
seems that everyone has their hands up in the air because they don’t understand typical City process and its often ingrained lack of proper public engagement. Some Citizens even wonder
why the cavernously empty high ceiling, glass lobby at Windsor City Hall was not considered as a potential site for Streetcar 351? The City has an Active Transportation Plan – a new
element of which is also goes before City Council relating to our Riverfront Parkland usage. Citizens cannot presently make live Delegations to Council because of the ongoing COVID 19
Pandemic. Therefore my presentation to City Council here is based upon a series of questions, enhanced with visuals and hopefully a few insightful comments for City Council to diligently
consider. Particularly since there was no semblance of any EA process here. An EA process of course would actually require real public consultation and legitimate consideration of
alternatives.

A new Developer for the former University Ave. Streetcar Barns (that old Windsor Streetcar No. 351 apparently once ran out of) – recently received City CIP Grants & Tax abatements
for more than $3 million dollars.
- Was this new University Ave. Developer ever approached to see if he had interest in obtaining Streetcar No.351 for a heritage adjunct to his new business, particularly since he
received such a generous and lengthy tax break from the City?
- Did the City ever consider purchasing the former University Ave. Streetcar Barns to showcase former Streetcar No. 351 and possibly for a potential new, future University Ave.
LRT system that could connect the two University of Windsor Campuses, the West end of the City and even the area near the new Gordie Howe International Bridge to the City
Centre? It appears that other Cities in Ontario are receiving Federal and Provincial funding towards new LRT, BRT or other progressive new Transit systems.
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AIPL Canada Holdings Inc. – The Developer Company that owns 1200 University Ave. W. (The former University Ave. Streetcar Barns) received City of Windsor Brownfield
Rehabilitation Grants and Tax abatements worth $3,019,843.00 million on Feb. 3, 2020 from Windsor City Council towards their proposed $34,792,798.00 Development project. Was
there ever any approach to these out of town Developers as to: 1. Engaging Interest towards a heritage easement agreement with them to take, preserve and publically showcase
the restored former Streetcar #351 in a dedicated public portion of their renovated former University Ave. Streetcar barns? Surely handing out public funds to Developers (no matter
how their project may benefit the City in the long run) has some Public Benefit leverage worth exploring to the benefit of citizens of Windsor, our heritage and appropriate preservation
of such. The 3 slides below were taken from the City of Windsor Agenda of Feb. 3, 2020, Item No. 8.6. Please note the public Green Space next to the 1200 University Ave. W. property
that connects directly to the Detroit riverfront! Potential for a restored heritage Streetcar on University Ave. in its original Streetcar Barn setting, adjacent to public Green Space
connecting trail to the Riverfront. On a lot complex geared for new residential and commercial enterprise, along University Ave. W. which will be revitalized under a new University Ave
Streetscaping Plan designed to also link the two University of Windsor Campuses! DUH! It really doesn’t matter if City Council approved the Streetcar for the Celestial Beacon some time
ago. Having lived in Windsor, Toronto and Detroit I have seen numerous projects worth hundreds of millions (to Billions) paused, rethought and altered to suit the best long range
interests of an entire City. All it takes is will, hard work, proper public engagement and collaboration. The normal EA process demands a series of developmental public meetings and has
to include a comprehensive look at various alternatives. Streetcar No. 351 was not an EA process, nor even an inclusive or fully public process. The long delayed University Ave. Plan
appears to have not taken any consideration to the potential for either a future return to University Ave. W. LRT or BRT Transit system. Not ‘blue sky’ thinking if considering the long
range implications of effective City Building.
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Did the City ever consider a building new Rail Transportation Museum structure to house both the ‘Spirit of Windsor ‘ (Steam Locomotive # 5588) and former ‘Streetcar No. 351’ together at an existing central waterfront site near the former Railway Ferry Docks? If the City builds the new Celestial Beacon for Streetcar No. 351, will the City then consider building
a similar new structure to protect the ‘Spirit of Windsor’ Steam Locomotive and its equally important heritage? At one time there were also Train Stations and Railway Roundhouses on
the nearby Detroit riverfront near to the Central location. It should be noted there were never Railway or Streetcar Lines on the Detroit Riverfront near the proposed site of the Celestial
Beacon. Some wonder if Rotary $ could have assisted in the protecting Central Riverfront Railway heritage instead of involvement of what some say is an ugly metal quadrahedron
surrounded by likewise catalogue design swinging metal chairs? What about the ad hoc, slow advance of the Central riverfront plan itself? Will that now be delayed further, as scarce
City funds are spent elsewhere?
Top Left Photo: The ‘Spirit of Windsor’ Steam Locomotive No. 5588. Top Right Photo: Former ‘Streetcar No.351’ as presently being restored. Bottom Left Photo: Enhancement of the
Spirit of Windsor Central riverfront site as called for in the 2000 CRIP Plan (that never happened). Bottom Right Photo: Part of the former International Railcar Ferry Docks near the
Spirit of Windsor.

Did the City ever consider purchasing and or partnering with private investors to build a new Rail Transportation Museum on the empty lot South of the (newly
renovated) former Walker Power Building? The site of the former Walkerville Train Station, former Rail Lines and close to the remnants of a former Railway
Roundhouse
Top Left Photo: The First Electric Streetcar in Canada opened in Windsor, Ontario on May 28, 1886. Top Right Photo: A former Windsor Streetcar (similar to Streetcar
No. 351) passing by the former Walker Power building in Walkervile. Bottom Left Photo: The former Walkerville / Pere Marquette Railway Station in Walkerville.
Demolished in 1957. Bottom Right Photo: Presently, an empty lot site next to the former Walker Power Building (former site of the Walkerville Train Station), in
Walkerville, Ontario. Also a parking lot site across from the Hiram Walker Headquarters on Riverside Dr. which could make a nice site for a small Railway Transportation
Museum.

The existing ‘Peace Beacon’ (Bistro Restaurant) at the foot of Ouellette Ave. downtown Windsor is embedded deeper into the Riverside Dr. embankment. This is partially achieved by the
site sloping down Southward from the riverfront trail. Thus providing a lower overall building height. Would it not be more appropriate to lessen the height of the Celestial Beacon by
sinking it 1 foot deeper (by sloping the new Celestial Beacon Plaza Plaza down Southward from the Riverfront Trail) and then reducing the building height an additional foot for a total
2 foot reduction in building height? If the concrete Plaza in front of the downtown Peace beacon (outside of the Bistro’s fenced area) is seldom crowded – Does the City warrant such an
expansive Plaza area at the proposed Celestial Beacon? The outdoor ‘Cooleez’ Ice Cream parlor at Reaume Park in East Windsor has a smaller outdoor patio area that appears sufficient.,
as their menu is limited and people also sit and eat elsewhere in the Park. The Concession stand proposed for the West end ‘Celestial Beacon’ is quite small and likely with limited menu –
does it warrant having a covered Plaza so large? The eisting Washroom facility and covered patio (near the proposed site of the new Celestial Beacon) is small, although obviously less
attractive then the proposed new Celestial Beacon for Streetcar # 351. The original CRIP plan called for a smaller Celestial Beacon footprint, fully embedded in the embankment.
Top Left Photo: Peace Beacon at Ouellette Ave. & Riverside Dr. Top Right Photo: Cooleez outdoor Ice Cream parlor at Reaume Park. Bottom Left Photo: The original CRIP Plan (2000)
proposal for the West end ‘Celestial Beacon’ Bottom Right Photo: The Central Riverfront Implementation Plan from 2000 .

The original CRIP plan's, upward 'sky' light Celestial
Beacon feature was not a good Idea. Interferes with
night sky view, panorama view of the river, bird
migration, astronomical appreciation and would act
as a bug attractant.
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Some examples of existing, well designed Railroad and Transit Museums not too far away. Top Left Photo: The ‘Toronto Railway Museum’ Park located near the CN Tower, downtown
Toronto. A restored former Railway Roundhouse (shares space with a Micro Brewery and a Furniture Store) with an operable Railway turntable and indoor storage for various era rolling
stock. Also on site a former Signal Tower, former Don River Railway Station, small gauge Train ride, water tower etc. Top Right Photo: The ‘Halton County Railway &Transit Museum’ at
Milton, Ontario has a whole collection of restored Streetcar heritage artifacts (some similar to Streetcar 351 and some that are still functioning). Bottom Right Photo: The ‘Michigan
Transit Museum’ at Mt. Clemens, a 1851 restored former Train Station with active 3 mile heritage rail line ride for its multiple pieces of rolling stock. Bottom Left Photo: The ‘Canadian
Railway Museum’ near Montreal, an enormous complex with protected, massive indoor collection of heritage rolling stock, an exterior miniature rail ride, outdoor heritage Streetcar
ride and separate Locomotive Railway ride. From small town to large City – other Municipalities appear to take a much greater appreciation and comprehensive view to protecting their
Railway and Transit History. I understand that Transit Windsor is seeking an expansion / renovation or new structure / location for their fleet. Was there ever any thought of
incorporating a public display of Streetcar 351 or protecting the Spirit of Windsor there? Even Windsor’s Lancaster Bomber was rightfully removed from it’s concrete pylon in Jackson
Park to be properly restored and protected at the Windsor Historical Aircraft Association Hanger at the Windsor Airport.

The City of Windsor’s ‘Central Waterfront Implementation Plan’ (CRIP) of 2000 first called for the West end ‘Celestial Beacon’ as one of 5 City Beacons strategically placed across the
Riverfront E-W. The CRIP plan stated a structure be fully embedded in the embankment (except for the superfluous and unnecessary light tower shown). The CRIP plan called for a
smaller plaza footprint and smaller washrooms at the Celestial Beacon. The proposed new City ‘Celestial Beacon’ Streetcar Museum City Plan of 2020, although architecturally a very
aesthetic design - shows a much larger plaza footprint, larger multiple washrooms and a heightened structural profile (that could still potentially be reduced a couple of feet). Unlike
the 2000 CRIP plan, the proposed City 2020 Celestial Beacon Plan does not presently indicate any architectural Cross-Section views. See the 2000 CRIP Plan - Top Left
Photo: Celestial Beacon and Top Right Photo: Peace Beacon Cross-Sections that would be mandatory in any other private plan submitted to the City. Particularly relevant here as it
relates to City Council making an informed decision! Unlike the 2020 CRIP plan, the proposed City 2020 Celestial Beacon plan does not indicate the landscape planting diversity which
the CRIP plan (Bottom Left Photo) calls for. Page 34 of the CRIP plan ‘Connecting Trails & Surface Treatments ‘ is however deficient in considering permeable paving opportunities, as
is the proposed 2020 City Celestial Beacon Plan so far. Bottom Right Photo, Page 37 of the CRIP plan calls for; Trees to be integral with the design of any Parking Area. The 2020 City
proposal does not presently indicate sufficient trees in the Parking areas, potential for permeable paving or a reduction in overall parking spaces. Considering the City’s new Alternate
Transportation Plan - Why not consider reducing site Parking requirements entirely to Accessible Spaces & passenger drop off only?
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If the City intends to proceed with Streetcar No.351 as part of the proposed new ‘Celestial Beacon’ project in the West end riverfront.
The following slides contain questions & comments that I hope City Council can consider. Since citizen Delegations can’t presently
address City Council live (due to COVID 19) or laser point to a screen even on line – I have added a few Question notes (distinctly in RED)
to illustrate points regarding the City drawing proposal. I hope Windsor City Council can read, clarify, discuss and perhaps consider
potential changes to the project should it move forward. I've already made alternate site location preferences and ideas known in the
previous slides. Council may have to zoom adjust the size of the page to read the red questions / comments. Without any prejudice or
disrespect intended for the Architect consultant’s drawings.
overlays added by: D. Hanna

Could Windsor demonstrate Its 'Alternate Trans
Pia - by lessing Parking spaces to serve only
sslblllty Requirements'? Could this area be
eable paving? Can trees or plantlngs be adde&&,~
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Is there opportunity for permeable paving (less hardscape) In the Plaza & paths? Can the City demonstrate
ter Plan calls upon citizens to do such on
CELESTIAL BEACON LOCATION
HOME OF STREET CAR 351
Could there be a Pedestrian
::::;-- Tree roundabout here?
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RIVERSIDE DR W

DETROIT RIVER
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Could part of the Observation Terrace Include an area of
translucent glass blocks allowing natural llght below?

C uld the proposed Bike Rental facility utlllze
gl ed rollup doors to 'self advertlze'?

l
CELESTIAL BEACON SITE PLAN AND BUILDING AREA
MAY 2020
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N. T. S.

Could WlldFlowers be planted on the GreenRoof?

APPENDIX 'A'

Will the City consider obtaining / displaying any of Bernie Drouillard’s Windsor-Essex original Streetcar Service heritage drawings that he once displayed at the AGW? Will there be any
heritage Streetcar artifact acquisition and display such items as: Conductor uniforms, Fare tickets, historic photographs, storyboard anecdotes, Streetcar Schedules, chronology etc.? If the
building doesn’t offer contextual educational programing - then its function is reduced to that of an expensive garage. The plan appears to indicate sufficient ceiling and wall space for
drawings / photographs etc. How will the proposed Streetcar Museum be curated? The City underfunds the existing Windsor Chimczuk Museum to the point now that the Museum has to
cajole partial funds (thousands of $) from the Windsor Museum Volunteer Group (WMVG) to pay for new exterior building banners and travelling exhibition costs. Now - the WMVG can’t
seem to find sufficient funds to purchase needed video camera equipment to record (that the Museum doesn't have either) heritage lectures for the Museum archives. Presently the
interior renderings and plans show no indication of steel Streetcar rails, overhead power pole or wire. The Street car is not an autonomous toy. Contextual setting is crucial. Streetcar
No. 351 represents a historic former Transit System, an Era form our Past and hope towards the future for a return to Light Rapid Rapid Transit (LRT) in the City of Windsor!
red overlays added by: D. Hanna

ere are the StreetCar Ralls? It's not a Streetcar without ralls • It
oul
1
1
pole & wire! It's not an autonomous toy!

Is he Concession area large
en ugh space for serving &
pr paring legitimate Restaurant
fo d?
C uld a glazed roll-up doors serve
th blcycle rental area better to seH
a ertlse Ifs function?

The East elevation view does not indicate the single exit door shown in the plan
view here? The plan view here, does not show the muhiple, centred folding glass
oors at t e ast E evat on n cates

Is a vestibule necessary? If so then why only at this side
the building? Which Is the main entrance to the Streetcar
building?
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e Interior access to the
hrooms necessary or does It
I plnge on valuble Interior space?
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APPENDIX 'C'

Upper Left Photo: East view indicates a large folding glass central doors that the plan doesn’t appear to indicate. A small door at the S-E corner shown on the plan isn’t indicated in this view?
Are glass balustrade ‘barriers’ necessary for the walkway on the left? Great use of transparent glass wall and narrow wood (?) columns. Upper Right Photo: Great angularity of building
geometry and roof slope. Could the projecting angled support pillar be made less opaque? Could the building height profile be dropped 2’ (one foot from height and one foot deeper in the
ground) and still maintain the great passerby ‘peek inside’ view to the interior through the angled upper window facing Riverside Dr.? Bottom Left Photo: Could there be a reduced Plaza &
overhead Sail Canopy footprint? Could the sail canopies offer more expressive tilt, texture and colour options? Is the furniture shown for illustration purposes (to sell the project) or will it be
of a different type less subject to wear, vandalism and easier to put away if needed? Is it possible to achieve less hardscape by utilizing permeable paving? Can the Plaza incorporate greater
planting variation and aesthetic, offering natural colour and scent? Beacon Park in Detroit utilizes subsidiary walks of crushed limestone leading to intimate sitting nooks off the main event
space. Could a Grey Water re-use system be considered as a City demonstration project? Bottom Right Photo: Could the Concession stand wall offer more options in material finish (colour,
texture, material choice) than bland concrete? Will the exterior lighting be subtle, downcast and minimized to not interfere with river front views or astronomical views? Can citizen be
assured that the ugly bell shape pedestrian lights at the new Dougall Rd. underpass will not be used here? Can the periphery landscape plan be enhanced for seasonal variation, shade, wind
protection, natural scent, sound and legitimate citizen design input?

CELE5TIAL 6EACCN - LOWER PLAZA AND GALLERY

Item 11.7
June 15, 2020 Council Meeting
Additional Information

From: Elio DelCol < >
Sent: Monday, June 15, 2020 7:52 AM
To: clerks <clerks@citywindsor.ca>
Cc:
Subject: Sculpture Park
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Mayor and Council
The Sculpture Garden, created with the generosity of Mr. Bud Odette who entrusted the selection and placement to
a group of informed citizens, was created respecting the original vision of Roy Battagello and Bert Weeks. Placing
the Celestial Beacon there would be a step closer to another Holiday Inn. Please reconsider .
Elio DelCol

June 15, 2020
Item 11.7
Additional Information
From: Carolyne Rourke
Sent: Monday, June 15, 2020 8:15 AM
To: Elio DelCol
Cc: clerks <clerks@citywindsor.ca>
Subject: Re: Sculpture Park
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Thanks Elio for your support.
Why would any donor in the future give so generously, when why they gave was cast aside so
easily.
Naming The Sculpture Garden donors would not only be Bud Odette but also Roy Battagello and
Bert Weeks who worked years for a green waterfront.
The beacons were approved in 2000 as part of a large “plan” at that time. A plan which is 20
years old should be re-examined in light of current realities.
And just because it was approved ‘conceptually’ does not mean it was the right direction.
Times do change!
And today’s future is truly unknown.
Carolyne

June 15, 2020
Item 11.7
Additional Information
-----Original Message----From: Bianca DeLuca
Sent: Friday, June 12, 2020 3:00 PM
To: clerks <clerks@citywindsor.ca>
Subject: Celestial Beacon strays from vision of riverfront
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

The restoration of the 1918 Streetcar 351, I am not opposed to.
I remember my parents telling me stories about their street car experiences back in the 1930’s. A very
good thing!
However, I believe that cluttering our beautiful green space and Sculpture Gardens with another train
car is wrong.
We already have the Spirt of Windsor.
I am a community minded citizen who loves Windsor and I want the best for Windsor.
The objections made by Nancy Battagello and Carolyne Rourke in Thursday’s Star, I fully support.
Councillors, , please vote to keep our riverfront open, peaceful, and a unique beauty.
With thanks,
Bianca DeLuca

June 15, 2020
Item 11.7
Additional Information
From: Nancie Erhard
Sent: Friday, June 12, 2020 2:41 PM
To: clerks <clerks@citywindsor.ca>
Subject: Beacon project
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

We wish to register our opposition to the "beacon project" along the city's riverfront.
The most important reason is that there are much more urgent and beneficial ways to spend
that kind of money. No fancy glory project on the riverfront is going to make up for the people
lying in doorways and on the sidewalks in front of vacant storefronts, with their belongings in
shopping carts, asking for spare change. This damages the city immeasurably. It makes people
hesitant to come downtown and businesses reluctant to move in. It's an issue also of public
health. We have had to install an overnight lock on the vestibule of our condo to hinder people
from sleeping there. The lack of affordable housing and need for services for these people is
one of the most serious and urgent needs of the city. And there are others--a new central
library, and wildlife over/underpasses on Matchette Rd.
Secondly, leave the riverfront as natural as possible. We need more green space, not less. The
riverfront is a park. It is an asset just as it is. It doesn't need another building or paved area.
(Washrooms, maybe.) The riverfront is already an asset to the city. The idea that this would be
an improvement is ridiculous.
If this streetcar is of historic interest, and it needs to go somewhere, put it somewhere more
relevant. And don't make such an extravagant project of it. It's not in Windsor's interest.

Sincerely,
Mauritz and Nancie Erhard

June 15, 2020
Item 11.7
Additional Information
From: Jan Graybiel
Sent: Monday, June 15, 2020 8:29 AM
To: clerks <clerks@citywindsor.ca>
Cc:
Subject: Re: Sculpture Park
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Mayor and Council

As a former member of the Sculpture Garden selection and placement committee I would ask
you to reconsider the proposed location for the Celestial Beacon.
The garden is a wide open parkland with spectacular views of the Detroit River and a favourite
recreation and walking area for the citizens of Windsor. This was the vision of Mr Batagello and
the former mayor Bert Weeks.
Please keep the original vision in mind as you make your decision
Sincerely
Jan Graybiel

June 15, 2020
Item 11.7
Additional Information
From: Barb Kuker
Sent: Monday, June 15, 2020 9:36 AM
To: clerks <clerks@citywindsor.ca>
Subject: please forward before today's meeting
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Good morning, Mayor Dilkens and City Councillors,
I understand that there will be/may be a vote on the streetcar structure today.
Like many of us , we are so proud of our riverfront and parks , and as some of you know, I have always
been a proponent of bringing people downtown to enjoy the waterfront . My vision has always been
to have little kiosks and open air cafes and ice cream stands, concealed from the road , built into the
hill, that could be seasonal and attractive to residents and tourists who are enjoying the waterfront. But
that’s for another time !
I have read a letter that Brian and Lisa Schwab have written to the mayor and councillors , and I think
their points are so valid.
It is especially concerning that at this time, when so many local restaurants have suffered, that the city
would erect a restaurant ????
This is a huge issue for the residents of Windsor and to make a decision when they cannot attend a
council meeting seems unfair. So ,Peter and I will add our voices to those of the Schwabs and ask that
you defer this decision .
Thank you,
Barb and Peter Kuker

June 15, 2020
Item 11.7
Additional Information
From: Mina Grossman Ianni
Sent: Monday, June 15, 2020 9:38 AM
To: Carolyne Rourke; clerks <clerks@citywindsor.ca>
Subject: Sculpture Park
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear mayor and city councilors
It is very unfortunate that the Celestial Beacon, which is a great project, has encountered so
much negative publicity due to its proposed site.
It will definitely be an impediment to the enjoyment of the park at that point .
I would encourage the formation of a site committee to find a suitable location for this
worthwhile project.
Sincerely,
Mina Grossman Ianni

